SHELF LIFE
Product has a 30 month shelf life from the date of
manufacture, if stored properly.
Use product within 21 days of beginning of thaw and keep
refrigerated.

YOCREAM® FROZEN YOGURT
HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1
Check for damage. Do not accept damaged cases. Handle product
with care. Dropping or throwing the case will cause damage to inner
contents and can cause leakage of the product.

YOCREAM PRODUCT
MANUFACTURING CODE
YoCream products are printed with the following
information on the carton gable: name of flavor,
expiration date (yyyymmdd), manufacturing tank/fillerline identification, allergen statement (if applicable).
Similar information is printed on the product case.

STEP 2
To store product in frozen state, maintain temperature at 0º F or less.
Product has a 30 month shelf life from the date of manufacture, if
stored properly.

STEP 3
Cases may only be stacked to a maximum of 6 cases high. Pallets
may not be double stacked–cases and contents are fragile and can
be crushed. Overstacking can cause leakage of the product.

STEP 4
To thaw, place product in a refrigerator at 33-41º F for
approximately 3-4 days. Keep refrigerated and use product within
21 days of beginning of thaw (the day the case is taken from the
freezer and put in the cooler).

STEP 5
Shake product well before opening. When opening the cartons,
do not touch the rim where the product is poured. Under no
circumstances should any object or any part of a person’s body
come in contact with the product.

Damaged and overstacked cases can cause leakage!

STEP 6
To ensure freshness of product use the “First in–First out” rule: use
in “Thaw Date” order. Use product that was thawed first and the rest
in date-thawed order. On the side panel of each carton, there are
boxes to enter “Thaw Date” and calculate 21 days out to enter in
“Use by Date”.

Questions, comments, concerns?
1-800-YOCREAM | info@yocream.com

